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All those who are considering competing in the Rallye
Monte Carlo Historique or taking part in the Ecosse –
Monaco Tour in 2015, are invited to attend a meeting at 2pm
on Sunday 14 September 2014 in the upstairs lounge of the
Blythswood Square Hotel, Glasgow. Anyone interested or
curious will be very welcome.

EWS

... to the first Monte News
for the 2015 Rallye Monte
Carlo Historique.
Over the next few months further editions of
Monte News will be produced to keep

To mark the 5th anniversary of the return of the
Monte to Scotland, I have produced a book which
tells the story of the Scottish connection to the
Monte Carlo Rally. The book contains over
100 photographs, many of which have not
been published before and contributions
from competitors, organisers, spectators and
enthusiasts.
Further information on this full
colour, coffee table-type book can be found at
www.argyllbookstore.co.uk

everyone up to date.
The big news for 2015 is that there has been
a change in the Regulations which will give
UK Starters an extra day to get to the
re-start at Reims.

The change has been

brought about for health and safety reasons
and the extra time will allow the UK crews to
be rested and fresh for the re-start at Reims
and the ‘through the night’ drive to the
south. It should also put less stress on the
cars because they won’t have to be driven so
hard to get to Reims.
The organisers hope that this change will
encourage more crews to choose Scotland
for their Start as they will no longer be at a
disadvantage over competitors who start
from closer towns.

This book would make
a great Christmas present for a friend or for yourself.
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